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Every day, thousands of 
Op-Eds are published

Why do we write them? 
(Not a trick question)



to TEACH for CHANGE

Simplified Answer



AL
AS
This is not most op-eds these days.

In many op-eds, teaching has 
given way to “delivering truth 
to the public.”

When we talk at a reader, we’re 
less likely to persuade them to 
take action.



As op-ed writers, what’s to be done?

We know that one of the characteristics of this era 
is widespread feeling of disempowerment.

Writing a piece with an explicit call to action is a 
way to focus your argument, identify an key 
audience, think clearly about what they need to 
know to take action, and get them to to do it!



STEP 1. Look at examples. 

Change.org –
Pros—Very direct. Clear. Uses words like “Stop” “Tell” etc.
Cons—Already appeals to people who will care to take action. 
Doesn’t often teach. Can be too blunt.



STEP 1. Look at examples. 

New York Times –
Pros—Nuanced and thoughtful. 
Cons—Doesn’t have a clear call to 
action. Readers may confuse 
knowledge with action.



The challenge: You have to find a way to infuse a call to action in a publication 
where they’re not used to publishing them. That means writing a piece that is 
mostly in the style of a common op-ed, but which arrives at a specific call to 
action.

TYPICAL
OP-ED

!Call to 
Action



STEP 2: Name Your Problem



STEP 3: Name Your Fix



STEP 4: Identify Your Fixers



STEP 5: Refine your call to action

Do you want your readers to take direct action?
Example: Stop overbidding on courses!

Do you want your readers to take indirect action?
Example: Tell Dean Elmendorf to get rid of 

bidding!



Tip 1: Map what you’ll need to share to 
go from Problem to Ask
What kinds of persuasion will work on your reader?

Hint: It’s often the opposite of the things that will persuade 
you. Your goal is often to get more people on board than before, 
and that means thinking outside your comfort zone.

Example: If you’re a numbers person, is there a human story 
that can persuade someone without using numbers?



Moving from Problem to Ask

COMMON 
OP-ED
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Problem
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Action



Tip 2: Simple rules for a call to action

1. Given the piece you have, if you were 
a reader, would you take action?
2. Is your ask simple enough that you 
would you take action without needing 
to refer back to the piece?
3. If not, what changes to the piece 
would empower you to do it?



Tip 3: Do I Need Readers to Be 
Outraged?

It’s fine to have readers end up outraged but…
• As much as you may feel outraged, the evidence you 

share should give people a reason to act more than 
your tone.

• People are not as knowledgeable as you, so be 
careful about leading them into battle if they’re not 
prepared. Outrage can backfire, scaring people away 
from acting rather than getting them to see 
themselves taking action within the story you’ve 



Trying out our arguments
Pick a call to action you’re willing to share with peers here today.

Write the following:
1. What is the problem?
2. What is your call to action? Is it direct or indirect?
3. Who is your audience?
4. What are three examples of the problem that will get them to take 
action?
5. What is one publication where you would ideally reach your 
audience?



Trying out our arguments
Share with your peers. Take 3 minutes to share and 3 minutes for 
feedback. Take notes on what feedback they give. Then switch.

Questions to consider as you listen:
1. Is the problem clear?
2. Is the call to action clear?
3. Think like the intended audience: would this get you to act?
4. Does the evidence support the call?
5. If you know the publication, do you think it’s the right fit? Can you 

suggest others?
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